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In the era of big data, traditional computing systems and paradigms are not efficient and even difficult to use. For high performance
big data processing, mobile edge computing is emerging as a complement framework of cloud computing. In this new computing
architecture, services are provided within a close proximity of mobile users by servers at the edge of network. Traditional
collaborative filtering recommendation approach only focuses on the similarity extracted from the rating data, which may lead to
an inaccuracy expression of user preference. In this paper, we propose a cultural distance-aware service recommendation approach
which focuses on not only the similarity but also the local characteristics and preference of users. Our approach employs the cultural
distance to express the user preference and combines it with similarity to predict the user ratings and recommend the services with
higher rating. In addition, considering the extreme sparsity of the rating data, missing rating prediction based on collaboration
filtering is introduced in our approach.The experimental results based on real-world datasets show that our approach outperforms
the traditional recommendation approaches in terms of the reliability of recommendation.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet of Things and 5G
network, a large number of distributed data and computation
tasks are generated, which makes traditional centralized
computing paradigm suffer large processing pressure. Mobile
edge computing is emerging to process the data at the edge of
network for high performance big data processing [1].

In mobile edge computing, services are provided within a
close proximity of mobile users by servers at the edge of net-
work [2]. With the increasing number of edge services, there
are too much choices for users to meet their requirements
[3, 4]; therefore, the service recommendation technology is
needed to help people find the optimal edge services from
a huge mass of services. Because of the ubiquitous services,
service recommendation is playing an increasingly significant
role in our diary life [5, 6]; for example, Amazon has deployed
its recommending system to help recommending books and
other products to its users [7].

Although there is a significant research in mobile edge
computing, there has been little attention paid to services

recommendation in mobile edge computing. Traditional
service recommendation system is to dig up service users’
preferences based on user’s history records and scores and
then recommend similar users’ services which have never
been used by the service user [8, 9]. It can be reduced to a
problem of estimating ratings for the services that have not
been used by a user. Intuitively, this estimation is usually
based on the ratings given by the user to other services. Once
the ratings for the yet unrated services can be estimated,
we can recommend to the service user the service with the
highest estimated rating.

Much research over the past decade has focused on
developing service recommendation systems, and they are
usually classified based on recommendation approach as
content-based recommendation [10], collaborative filtering-
based recommendation [11], and model-based collaborative
filtering recommendation [12].

Collaborative filtering is one of the most successful rec-
ommendation technologies in many recommended systems
[13].The basic idea is to predict the ratings of the services that
have not been used by the service user according to the users
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who have the common experience and the same interest or
the services which are similar to the services that have been
rated by the service user [14]. However, the efficiency and
accuracy of collaborative filtering are not high in practical
applications [15].

Traditional collaborative filtering recommendation ap-
proach only focuses on the similarity extracted from the
rating data in the calculation of similarity, the selection
of the nearest neighbor, and recommendation. Specifically,
the recommendation is according to the weighted average
of evaluation from the nearest neighbor, and the weight is
the similarity between the user and the nearest neighbors.
However, the similarity is not the only decision factor;
there are many other factors having an important role. The
preference of users only depends on the similarity, whichmay
lead to an inaccuracy expression of user preference and low
reliability of recommendation results.

In addition, traditional service recommendation ap-
proaches perform poorly when facing sparse user rating
data. There are some approaches that have been proposed
to solve the sparsity of ratings data, and it can be divided
into three categories. The first is attribution and dimension
reduction; however, attribution may lead to the missing of
user’s personal characteristics data, and dimension reduction
may delete useful data. The second effective way to solve
the sparse data problem is to introduce the trust into the
recommendation system [16, 17]. The third way is to predict
themissing ratings by adopting the approach in the similarity
calculation [18]. This approach can exploit the effective
data while also enlarging the influence of the erroneous
data.

Considering that there is a close relationship between the
user preference and their cultural background, we introduce
cultural distance which can express the user preference to
reduce the decision-making power of similarity. For example,
in mobile edge computing, users in different edge cloudsmay
have different preference, and users in the same edge clouds
may have the same preference.

Responding to the above problems, we propose a new
collaborative filtering recommendation approach based on
cultural distance in which we combine the cultural dis-
tance and similarity to represent the user preference. In the
approach, we combine the user-based collaborative filtering
and the service-based collaborative filtering approach to take
full advantage of the information of the similar users and
similar services, and then we recommend service to users
based on a cultural distance-aware collaborative filtering rec-
ommendation approach. In addition, we predict the missing
ratings based on the cultural distance-aware collaborative
filtering approach to improve the sparsity of user rating
data.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the background of service recommenda-
tion; Section 3 describes our cultural distance-aware hybrid
collaborative filtering recommendation approach; Section 4
presents the experiment results and Section 5 concludes this
paper.

2. Background

2.1. Related Concept. The main idea of our approach is the
introduction of cultural distance; therefore, we introduce a
related concept: cultural distance before the introduction of
our approach.

Cultural distance is an important concept to study cul-
tural differences, which is widely used in cross-culture study
and cross-culture practice, such as enterprise internation-
alization [19]. Culture directly impacts on people’s beliefs,
thoughts, and social behaviors. While some people may not
know this impact, culture and values have been rooted in
people’s minds and are the decisive factor in people’s social
behavior and their preferences. All computations of cultural
distance are based on cultural dimensions.

The most famous cultural dimension research is Hof-
stede’s cultural dimension theory, which first realizes the
quantitative description of the abstract complicated concept
of culture [20]. This cultural dimension theory enables
researchers to compute cultures as data in a more intuitive
way to compare differences between different cultures and
various behaviors.

The Hofstede’s cultural dimension theory consists of six
dimensions. The six dimensions are as follows: Power Dis-
tance Index, Individualism versus Collectivism, Masculinity
versus Femininity, Uncertainty Avoidance Index, Long Term
Orientation versus Short Term Normative Orientation, and
Indulgence versus Restraint. Based on Hofstede’s cultural
dimension theory, [21] first uses a simple mathematical
formula to define the cultural distance and describes the
cultural differences more simply. The formula is as follows:

CD𝑗 = 𝑚∑
𝑖=1

{(𝐼𝑖𝑗 − 𝐼𝑖𝑘)2 /𝑉𝑖}
𝑚 , (1)

where CD𝑗 is the cultural distance for the 𝑗th country, 𝐼𝑖𝑗 is
Hofstede’s 𝑖th cultural dimension score of the 𝑗th country, the𝑘th country is the host country, 𝑉𝑖 is the variance of the 𝑖th
cultural dimension scores, and 𝑚 is the number of cultural
dimensions.

2.2. Related Work. A large number of service recommenda-
tion approaches have been proposed in the literature, and we
only review some notable approaches here.

Among the numerous service recommendation ap-
proaches, collaborative filtering is one of the most successful
recommendation technologies. And it includes user-based
collaborative filtering [14, 22, 23], service-based collaborative
filtering [24–28], and its fusion [18]. User-based collaborative
filtering is to predict the rating of users based on the ratings of
their similar users, and service-based collaborative filtering is
to predict the rating of users based on the ratings of services
which are similar to the services chosen by the users. The
basic steps of collaborative filtering are rating collection, simi-
larity computation, neighbor selection, rating prediction, and
recommendation, and the similarity computation is always
based on Person Correlation Coefficient [29]. Besides, [18]
proposes a fusion approach which combines user-based and
service-based collaborative filtering approaches. Different
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from [18], our approach considers the cultural factor in rating
prediction, and the similarity is not the only weigh factor of
neighbors.

However, there are some problems in collaborative filter-
ing approaches, such as the sparse rating data, cold start,mali-
cious attack, and bad system scalability. To solve these prob-
lem, many trust-based recommendation approaches are pro-
posed [16, 17, 30, 31]. The paper [30] proposes a TPCF model
which joins trust propagation into the collaborative recom-
mendation system and combines the trust in trust propa-
gation model and the similarity in traditional collaborative
filtering algorithm by a mixing index to obtain the final user
similarity. The paper [17] put forward a random walk algo-
rithm which combines collaborative recommendation based
on the item and the recommendation algorithm based on
trust to predict the rating of a single item, and the principle is
that the ratings of similar projects by highly trusted neighbors
aremore reliable than the ratings of the target project by lowly
trusted neighbors. Besides, some recommendation approach
is based on missing rating prediction [18] to improve the
sparsity of rating data.

3. Our Approach

Aiming at the more reliable recommendation, we propose
a cultural distance-aware service recommendation approach
based on missing ratings prediction. Actually, the missing
ratings prediction of training data is the same as the ratings
prediction of active user in service collaborative filtering rec-
ommendation; therefore, we use the same cultural distance-
aware collaborative filtering approach to solve them. The
first step of our approach is the missing ratings prediction
of training data which contains the similarity computation
based on initial ratings, neighbor selection, and missing
ratings prediction based on cultural distance; the second step
is service recommendation which contains the similarity
computation based on prediction rating data, neighbor selec-
tion, and ratings prediction based on cultural distance and
recommendation.

3.1. Ratings Prediction. The foundation of the collaborative
filtering recommendation approach is the user-service rat-
ings matrix; however, these matrices are always sparse in
practical applications. In our approach, we predict the miss-
ing rating values before recommendation to obtain a denser
user-service ratings matrix. The main idea of prediction is
similar to the collaborative filtering, and it can be divided into
three phases: similarity computation, neighbor selection, and
ratings prediction.

3.1.1. Similarity Computation. Assume that the original user-
service ratings matrix 𝑅 which expresses users preferences
contains 𝑛 users and 𝑚 services; the element in this two-
dimensional matrix 𝑟𝑢𝑖 is a vector of QoS values which is
obtained by the user 𝑢 on the service 𝑖. In general, a user only
invokes a small part of the services and rates less services; as a
result, many elements 𝑟𝑢𝑖 in 𝑅 are missing.

To predict themissing ratings, we adopt two collaborative
filtering prediction approaches: the user-based prediction

approach and the service-based prediction approach. The
former is to first match the user’s other ratings against other
users, compute the similarity between them, and find users
with the most similar preferences. The latter is to first match
the service’s other ratings against other services, compute the
similarity between them, and find the most similar ser-
vices. No matter in user-based or service-based prediction
approaches, the similarity computation is based on Pearson
correlation coefficient.

The Pearson correlation coefficient is a measure of the
linear correlation between two variables. In user-based pre-
diction approach, the similarities between user 𝑢 and other
users can be represented as follows:

Sim𝑢 = {sim𝑎𝑢 | 𝑎 ∈ 𝐶, 𝑎 ̸= 𝑢} , (2)

where 𝐶 represents the set of users, sim𝑎𝑢 represents the
similarity between user 𝑎 and user 𝑢, and it is computed as
follows:

sim𝑎𝑢 = ∑𝑖∈𝐼 (𝑟𝑎𝑖 − 𝑟𝐼𝑎) (𝑟𝑢𝑖 − 𝑟𝐼𝑢)
√∑𝑖∈𝐼 (𝑟𝑎𝑖 − 𝑟𝐼𝑎)2√∑𝑖∈𝐼 (𝑟𝑢𝑖 − 𝑟𝐼𝑢)2

, (3)

where 𝐼 represents the subset of services which are rated by
both user 𝑎 and user 𝑢, 𝑟𝐼𝑎 represents the average of ratings
obtained by the user 𝑎 on services in 𝐼, and 𝑟𝐼𝑢 represents the
average of ratings obtained by the user 𝑢 on the services in 𝐼.
The value of sim𝑎𝑢 is between −1 and 1, where −1 represents
total negative linear correlation, 0 represents no correlation,
and 1 represents total positive linear correlation. The larger
value of sim𝑎𝑢 indicates the higher similarity between user 𝑎
and user 𝑢. Note that when 𝐼 is an empty set, sim𝑎𝑢 is −1.

In service-based prediction approach, the similarities
between service 𝑖 and other services can be represented as
follows:

Sim𝑖 = {sim𝑖𝑗 | 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆, 𝑗 ̸= 𝑖} , (4)

where 𝑆 represents the set of services, sim𝑖𝑗 represents the
similarity between service 𝑖 and service 𝑗, and it is computed
as follows:

sim𝑖𝑗 = ∑𝑢∈𝑈 (𝑟𝑢𝑖 − 𝑟𝑈𝑖) (𝑟𝑢𝑗 − 𝑟𝑈𝑗)
√∑𝑢∈𝑈 (𝑟𝑢𝑖 − 𝑟𝑈𝑖)2√∑𝑢∈𝑈 (𝑟𝑢𝑗 − 𝑟𝑈𝑗)2

, (5)

where 𝑈 is the subset of users who rate both service 𝑖 and
service 𝑗, 𝑟𝑈𝑖 represents the average of ratings of service 𝑖
obtained by the users in 𝑈, 𝑟𝑈𝑗 represents the average of
ratings of service 𝑗 obtained by the users in 𝑈. Similar to
sim𝑎𝑢, the value of sim𝑖𝑗 is between −1 and 1, and the larger
value of sim𝑖𝑗 indicates the higher similarity between service𝑖 and service 𝑗. Note that when 𝑈 is an empty set, sim𝑖𝑗 is −1.
3.1.2. Neighbor Selection. The main idea of collaborative
filtering is to harness the collective intelligence and learn
from the opinions of correlative populations; therefore, it is
important to select the neighbors which are similar users or
similar services. Before ratings prediction, neighbor selection
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Figure 1: The traditional neighbor selection approaches.

according to similarities is needed to find users with themost
similar preferences or the most similar services.

There are two common ways to identify neighbors in tra-
ditional collaborative filtering approaches: Top-𝐾 approach
and threshold-based approach. Top-𝐾 approach is to select
the most similar 𝐾 users or services as neighbors, no matter
how similar the neighbors are. As shown in Figure 1(a), to
select the 5 neighbors of Point 1, we take the recent five points:
Points 2, 3, 4, 7, and 5 according to the distance between
the points. However, we can see clearly that this approach
has a bad performance on the calculation of isolated points,
because the number of neighbors is fixed, and we have to take
some points which are not very similar as neighbors when
there are not enough similar points nearby. For example, in
Figure 1(a), Point 5 is selected as a neighbor of Point 1, but
it is not very similar to Point 1. Different from the principle
of Top-𝐾 approach, threshold-based approach is to select
the users or services of which similarity is smaller than
threshold as the neighbors. As shown in Figure 1(b) where𝑡𝑠 represents the value of threshold, to select the neighbors
of Point 1 based on threshold, we consider the circular region
with center Point 1, and a radius of 𝑡𝑠, and take the points
within the circular region as neighbors. In this example,
Points 2, 3, 4, and 7 are selected as neighbors. This approach
can improve the performance on the calculation of isolated
points; however, this approach is very sensitive to the value of
threshold; the neighbors selected are fewwhen 𝑡𝑠 is too small,
and when 𝑡𝑠 is too large. Therefore, how to set the value of
threshold is very difficult.

To ensure the similarity of neighbors, we propose a novel
neighbor selection approach which combines the Top-𝐾
approach and the threshold-based approach. We first set a
loose threshold to filter the users or services with low simi-
larity and then select the remaining users or services which
are the top𝐾most similar users or services as neighbors.

In user-based prediction approach, the selected neighbors
of user 𝑢 can be described as follows:

𝑁𝑢 = {𝑎 | sim𝑎𝑢 < 𝑡𝑠, 𝑟𝑎𝑢 < 𝐾} , (6)

where 𝑁𝑢 represents the neighbors of user 𝑢 and 𝑟𝑎𝑢 rep-
resents the ranking of sim𝑎𝑢 among Sim𝑢. The formulation
means that user 𝑎 is a neighbor of user 𝑢 if user 𝑎 belongs to

the top 𝐾 similar users of user 𝑢, and sim𝑎𝑢 is less than the
threshold.

In service-based prediction approach, the selected neigh-
bors can be described as follows:

𝑁𝑖 = {𝑗 | sim𝑖𝑗 < 𝑡𝑠, 𝑟𝑖𝑗 < 𝐾} , (7)

where 𝑁𝑖 represents the neighbors of service 𝑖 and 𝑟𝑖𝑗
represents the ranking of sim𝑖𝑗 among Sim𝑖. The formulation
means that service 𝑗 is a neighbor of service 𝑖 if service 𝑗
belongs to the top 𝐾 similar users of service 𝑖, and sim𝑖𝑗 is
less than the threshold.

3.1.3. Ratings Prediction. In traditional collaborative filtering
approaches, the similarity between users or services is the
only factor to determine the accuracy of prediction results.
However, there are other factors having an important role in
prediction. Therefore, we adopt the cultural distance in our
collaborative filtering approach to improve the accuracy of
prediction.

In this paper, we design a cultural factor to represent the
preference of users to their neighbors. The cultural factor
between user 𝑢 and its neighbor 𝑎 is as follows:

𝑐𝑎𝑢 = (1 −
cd𝑎 − cd𝑢

maxcd𝑢 −mincd𝑢
) , (8)

where 𝑐𝑎𝑢 represents the cultural factor of user 𝑢 to user 𝑎, cd𝑎
represents the cultural distance value of user 𝑎, cd𝑢 represents
the cultural distance value of user 𝑢, maxcd𝑢 represents the
maximum value among the cultural distance values of neigh-
bors of user 𝑢, and mincd𝑢 represents the minimum value
among the cultural distance values of neighbors of user 𝑢.

Similarly, the cultural factor between service 𝑖 and its
neighbor 𝑗 is as follows:

𝑐𝑖𝑗 = (1 −
cd𝑖 − cd𝑗

maxcd𝑖 −mincd𝑖
) , (9)

where 𝑐𝑖𝑗 represents the cultural factor of service 𝑖 to service𝑗, cd𝑖 represents the cultural distance value of service 𝑖, cd𝑗
represents the cultural distance value of service 𝑗, maxcd𝑖
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represents the maximum value among the cultural distance
values of neighbors of service 𝑖, mincd𝑖 represents the mini-
mum value among the cultural distance values of neighbors
of service 𝑖.

In our missing ratings prediction approach, we design
a hybrid weight which can consider not only the similarity
of neighbors but also the cultural factor. In our user-based
prediction approach, the compound weight between user 𝑢
and its neighbor 𝑎 is

𝑤𝑎𝑢 = 𝛽 sim𝑎𝑢 + (1 − 𝛽) 𝑐𝑎𝑢, (10)

where 𝛽 represents the degree of the emphasis on the
similarity. And then the prediction value of missing ratings
can be computed based on the ratings of neighbors as follows:

𝑝𝑢 (𝑟𝑢,𝑖) = 𝑟𝑢 + ∑𝑎∈𝑁𝑢 𝑤𝑎𝑢 (𝑟𝑎,𝑖 − 𝑟𝑎)∑𝑎∈𝑁𝑢 𝑤𝑎𝑢 , (11)

where 𝑝𝑢(𝑟𝑢,𝑖) represents the prediction value of the missing
rating 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 based on the neighbor users, 𝑟𝑢 represents the
basic prediction value of 𝑟𝑢,𝑖, and it is the average of ratings
obtained by the user 𝑢; similarly, 𝑟𝑎 is the average of ratings
obtained by the user 𝑎 on the services besides service 𝑖.

Similarly, in our service-based prediction approach, the
compound weight between service 𝑖 and its neighbor 𝑗 is

𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 𝛽 sim𝑖𝑗 + (1 − 𝛽) 𝑐𝑖𝑗. (12)

And then the prediction value of missing ratings can be
computed based on the ratings of similar services as follows:

𝑝𝑠 (𝑟𝑢,𝑖) = 𝑟𝑖 + ∑𝑗∈𝑁𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑗 (𝑟𝑢,𝑗 − 𝑟𝑗)∑𝑗∈𝑁𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑗 , (13)

where 𝑝𝑠(𝑟𝑢,𝑖) represents the prediction value of the missing
rating 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 based on the similar neighbor services, 𝑟𝑖 represents
the average of ratings of service 𝑖, and 𝑟𝑗 represents the
average of ratings of service 𝑗 besides the rating obtained by
user 𝑢.

In order to take full advantage of the information of the
similar users and similar services and ensure the diversity of
the recommendation results, our prediction approach com-
bines the two collaborative filtering prediction approaches.
Therefore, the prediction value of the missing rating 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 in
our prediction approach is as follows:

𝑝 (𝑟𝑢,𝑖) = 𝜆𝑝𝑢 (𝑟𝑢,𝑖) + (1 − 𝜆) 𝑝𝑠 (𝑟𝑢,𝑖) , (14)

where 𝜆 represents the weight of the user-based prediction
approach.

3.2. Service Recommendation. After the missing ratings pre-
diction, we can recommend services for the active users who
require service recommendations based on the prediction
rating data of the training users whose ratings have been
obtained. Similar to our missing ratings prediction approach,
our service recommendation approach can be divided into
three phases: similarity computation, neighbor selection,
ratings prediction, and recommendation.

The first phase is similar to the last section. The simi-
larities between the active user and the training users and
the similarities between the candidate services and other
services are computed by Formula (3) and Formula (5). The
second phase is to select neighbors for the active users and the
candidate services by Formula (6) and Formula (7).The third
phase is to predict the ratings of the candidate services from
the active users by Formula (14), and the final phase is to
recommend service according to the prediction ratings.

4. Experiment

In this section, we implement our cultural distance-based
collaborative filtering recommendation approach (named
CDCF) to verify the performance and comparatively evaluate
CDCF against several service recommendation approaches in
terms of the prediction failure rate under the training rating
data with different density and the active rating data with
different density. The experimental evaluation results show
that CDCF can improve the accuracy of recommendation.

4.1. Experiment Setup. To evaluate the performance of CDCF,
we implement it by adopting two real-world datasets: WS-
Dreamdataset [32] andHofstede’s cultural dimension dataset
[33].

The WS-Dream dataset contains the real-world QoS
evaluation results from 339 users on 5,825 Web services and
the location information (e.g., IP address, country, region, lat-
itude, and longitude) of these users and services. Specifically,
the QoS evaluation results are the user-service matrices on
response time and throughoutwhich can be used as the rating
matrix in our approach.

Hofstede’s cultural dimension dataset has been published
in [33] and it contains the scores for the six cultural dimen-
sions. These scores are obtained according to the items in
the IBM database plus extensions and the items in the World
Values Survey.

Based on the two datasets, we compare CDCF with other
recommendation approaches.

(i) User-Based Collaborative Filtering Recommendation
Approach (UCF). This approach is to predict the missing rat-
ings using the traditional user-based prediction approach
without adopting the cultural distance firstly and then recom-
mend services for active users by employing the traditional
user-based collaborative filtering approach based on the
prediction ratings data.

(ii) Service-Based Collaborative Filtering Recommendation
Approach (SCF). This approach is to predict the missing
ratings using the prediction approach without adopting the
cultural distance firstly and then recommend services for
active users by employing the traditional service-based col-
laborative filtering approach based on the prediction ratings
data.

(iii) Traditional Hybrid Collaborative Filtering Recommen-
dation Approach (TCF). This approach is to predict the
missing ratings by combining the traditional user-based
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prediction approach and traditional service-based prediction
approach and then recommend services for active users by
combining the traditional user-based approach and service-
based prediction approach. Compared with CDCF, both of
the prediction and recommendation approaches only depend
on the similarity of neighbors.

We select 150 users from theWS-Dreamdataset randomly
and then divide them into training users and the active users;
the rate of training users is 0.75 in our experiments. To eval-
uate the performance of CDCF in data with different density,
we randomly remove some ratings in training rating matrix
or active rating matrix and employ different approaches to
verify the reliability of CDCF.

The evaluation index used in this paper is Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) to measure the recommendation reli-
ability of CDCF in comparison with other collaborative
filtering approaches. RMSE is defined as follows:

RMSE = √∑ (𝑟𝑢,𝑖 − 𝑟𝑢,𝑖)2𝑁 , (15)

where 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 represents the removed rating of active user 𝑢, 𝑟𝑢,𝑖
represents the prediction value, and𝑁 represents the number
of the removed ratings.

4.2. Performance Comparison. Figure 2 shows the compari-
son results in terms of RMSEwith different density of training
data ranging from 0.1 to 0.3, while the density of active data
is 0.3. As shown in Figure 2, our approach CDCF is much
better than other approaches, and its RMSE is 22.2%, 7.5%,
and 13.4% lower than SCF, UCF, and TCF on average. In
addition, there is no obvious relationship between the recom-
mendation reliability and the density of training data in SCF,
UCF, TCF, and CDCF.

Figure 3 shows the comparison results in terms of RMSE
with different density of active data ranging from 0.1 to 0.3,
while the density of training data is 0.3. As shown in Figure 2,
our approach CDCF is much better than other approaches,
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Figure 3: Comparison result in terms of RMSE with respect to the
density of active data.

and its RMSE is 23.4%, 8.6%, and 13.9% lower than SCF,
UCF, and TCF on average. In addition, there is no obvious
relationship between the recommendation reliability and the
density of training data in SCF, UCF, TCF, and CDCF.

In a word, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, although TCF
takes full advantage of the information of the similar users
and similar services and ensures the diversity of the recom-
mendation results, its accuracy is lower than SCFwith the low
accuracy of UCF. Our approach CDCF can ensure not only
the diversity of the recommendation results, but also the high
recommendation reliability.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a cultural distance-aware service
recommendation approach based on missing rating predic-
tion. The main idea is to adopt the cultural distance to repre-
sent the user preference and combine the cultural factor with
similarity to improve the reliability of recommendation. In
addition, we predict the missing ratings by cultural distance-
aware collaborative filtering approach to improve the sparsity
of rating data. Experimental results show that compared to
previous approaches, our approach can significantly improve
the accuracy of the recommendation results. However, the
cultural factor is at the regional/national level in this paper. A
narrower grouping is required to improve the reliability of
recommendation. Consequently, the next study in this area
could focus on the presentation of the user cultural factor in a
narrower group.
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